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Inclusive Day services Enabling Aberdeenshire 

Day Services Consultation, Tier 2 - Views of 

Family Carers’  

Fraserburgh 

Introduction 
Aberdeenshire Council Social Work and Housing Committee have 
agreed a three-year plan to enable Adult Disability Day Services to 
develop a more community based model of service delivery.   
 
National and local policy emphasises social inclusion and equality for 
people with disabilities. All community partners in Aberdeenshire 
have a responsibility for ensuring they take account of the needs of 
people with disabilities living in Aberdeenshire communities.  
 
It is recognised that whilst some individuals will always require 
buildings-based support, for others traditional service models can 
contribute to exclusion from local communities and limit 
opportunities for offering choice and personalised support. 
 
Ongoing improvement and innovation in Aberdeenshire day services 
has contributed to high levels of satisfaction. To improve services 
further and to achieve even better outcomes for service users we 
are continuing along the route of increasing integration with 
mainstream opportunities in local communities.  

Aims  
Future day services for adults with disabilities need to meet four 
essential criteria: 
 

 community integration  
 an outcomes focus  
 sustainability  
 affordability  

Outcomes 
Our day services must be able to evidence they can support the 
following outcomes: 
 

 Individuals learn, maintain and improve skills which supports 
maximising independence and quality of life 
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 People with profound and multiple disabilities, learning 
disabilities, autism and challenging behaviour have their 
physical, social and emotional needs met. 

 Individuals have increased self esteem, confidence and  are  
able to  make informed choices 

 Individuals develop and maintain relationships  which will 
reduce isolation and expand social networks 

 Individuals can access  activities independently or with 
appropriate support 

 Individuals are involved in setting their own outcomes 

Consultation 
Aberdeenshire Council believes that partnership with people who 
use services and their families is essential and that they must be 
involved in service re-design. We use the National Standards for 
Community Engagement to make sure our consultations are in line 
with best practice. 
 
This consultation seeks to identify what has worked well for people 
and what could be better in day services. The IDEA consultation is 
in three phases. The first (Tier 1) involved service users. We 
commissioned Arc Scotland as part of the Progress Scotland project1 
to undertake this work.  This is the second phase (Tier 2) and 
involved service users and family carers. We held seven events 
across Aberdeenshire in Aboyne, Stonehaven, Ellon, Inverurie, 
Peterhead, Fraserburgh and Banff. This report outlines what we did 
and what we learned in Fraserburgh.  
 
The next stage will involve community planning partners and other 
community stakeholders (Tier 3). What we learn from all the 
involvement events will provide the basis for how day services 
develop in Aberdeenshire.  

What we did 
We held an event at the Robertson Road Resource Centre 
(RRRC) on 21st March 2012. 
 
All family carers of people who use the RRRC Day Services were 
invited to the evening.  
 
The background to the IDEA project was outlined and participants 
were shown a DVD produced by Aberdeenshire Council day services. 
Some information about current services was also available. There 

                                    
1 Progress Scotland is a project funded by the Big Lottery and Scottish Government. It is 
supporting initiatives in Dumfies and Galloway, Scottish Borders and Aberdeenshire aimed at 
supporting people with learning difficulties to be active and included citizens 
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were round-table discussions over three sessions where participants 
had the opportunity to say what they thought. We asked: 
 

 What do you like and value about the day services available at 
present? 

 What would you like to change about the day services you or 
your relative uses at present?   

 What worries or concerns do you have about changing the 
way we provide day activities for you or the person you care 
for? 

 How could we make day services more personal to you or 
your relative? 

 Have you any new ideas about what day services should be 
like?  

 What community resources are there in your locality which 
you or your relative would like to use?   

 What stops you or your relative using them? 
 Are there things which you or your relative would like to do 
for your local community e.g. volunteering; helping out; 
working? 
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The “Wish Fish” 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

The “wish fish” has travelled all around Aberdeenshire to the 
involvement events. People wrote down their dreams for the 

future and tied them to the wish fish. These are some of 
them… 

 
 

 

To have 
more 
money 

Support and 
transport to go to 
work in the library 

To go to a 
concert – 

Foster & 
Allan I wish my 

brother and 
sister lived 
near me 

More clubs 
to go to at 
night 

To be 
engaged 

Self 
Sufficiency 

To be a DJ 

 

Wheelchair 
accessible Ferrari 

 

To be out of 

day services 
and to get a job 

 

I wish for 

more social 
events 

To swim 
with 
dolphins 

Bridal 
model 

Good 
neighbours 

Community 
choir 

Don’t let 

budget cuts 
cut people’s 

opportunitie
s   

Stop 

prejudice! 
 

Holiday 

Wish for 

everyone to 
be happy! 

To be on 

X-Factor 
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What people said 
 

Question 1A  

What do you like and value about the day services 

available at present? 

 
The staff at Fraserburgh day services are highly valued and family 
carers feel that they have an excellent relationship with them. They 
trust staff to be able support their relative appropriately and pick up 
on any issues or concerns. Family carers think that communication 
with staff is good, both on a day-to-day basis and at the regular 
carers meetings at RRRC. This was seen as important since what 
happens outside the service with regards to a persons care will 
affect what happens at the Centre. As well as day services staff, 
RRRC facilitates access to other professionals including 
physiotherapist, dietician, occupational therapist, dentist, district 
nurse and GP. 
 

“Staff are splendid when you phone” 
“Quality staff in the day service” 

 
Family carers of people with profound and complex disabilities 
(PMLD) said that the service provides essential respite as well as 
providing specific services to people with very high needs where 
they have access to specialised equipment, therapies and the 
snoezelen. People benefit from being in familiar surroundings with 
familiar staff and having nutritious meals. 
 

“The centre is a safe place for my relative to use and get 
some movement in his legs - he loves the company even if he 

is not participating in anything” 
 
They described the service as evolving over the years to be able to 
meet the needs of those who attend. The building provides a safe 
focal point and is also a good information point. 
 

“I like that it's all under one roof” 
 

The social benefits of the service are important for service users.  
 
“It's good for my relative because she likes socialising and it 

gives us a break because she needs constant attention” 
 
People who use the service talked about looking forward to getting 
out of the house and going to RRRC to hear what’s been going on 
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and catch up with friends. For family carers, the opportunity for 
their relative to interact with other people in a stimulating 
environment is vital.  
 

“I like meeting new people and getting to know them” 
“Feel part of a family – a sense of belonging” 

 
People enjoy a wide range of activities at RRRC. Some people like to 
work in the coffee bar, where there are various jobs to be done 
such as setting tables and serving, working in the kitchen and using 
the till.  Cooking and baking is a popular activity. People enjoy the 
various social and leisure opportunities the service provides such as 
bingo, playing the Wii and dominoes and snooker at the 50/50' 
Club. Karaoke, music and dance are also popular. People enjoy 
taking part in gardening and doing health and fitness classes in the 
centre and also like to get out to do things, such as shopping and 
bowling. 
 

“There are lots of things to do and I like to keep busy” 
 
Can-Do Community Recycling and Café Connect have provided 
opportunities for people to develop a range of skills and people take 
pride in the contribution they have made.   
 

“Working as part of a team at Can-Do” 

 

Question 1B  

What would you like to change about the day services 

you or your relative uses at present?   

 
Some thought that there should be more resources invested in the 
service so that people could be allocated more days and have wider 
opportunities, including going on ‘outings’ or holidays arranged by 
the service.  It was said that there needed to be different resources 
to suit people’s different needs and someone thought that some 
sort of day centre ‘Hub’ would be good.  
 
“Not be so ignorant, give us more things to do apart from 

just bowling” 
 
More access to swimming pools was mentioned a number of times 
including access to mainstream pools and the hydrotherapy pool at 
Westfield School. Some people also wanted more access to rebound 
therapy. 
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Additional funding to help a range of existing local groups develop 
and widen access was suggested. The groups mentioned included 
the carers support group; People First; North Aberdeenshire 
Learning Disability Forum and Lighthouse Rock music project.  The 
support these groups are asking for  isn’t just about funding, for 
example the Epilepsy and Autism groups would like specialist input 
and training for staff. 
 

“Get behind local projects” 
 
Some people talked about the need for better services outside day 
services. Services to support independent living such as Home Care 
could be improved. It was thought that people needed more 
information on Direct Payments and Self Directed Support which 
might allow more choices, including more choice regarding day 
services.  
 
“To help me get into housing where I would be safe and I 

would like more things to do” 
 
It was suggested that people needed more money and support to 
access leisure activities, and that transport could be better, 
particularly transport between Fraserburgh and Banff which is very 
limited.  
 

“Improve the stage coach getting me to Fraserburgh on 
time” 

 
Some people thought that there needed to be more variety of short 
breaks and ‘community jobs’ available. Some thought that it would 
be good to see more services targeted at the18-24 year’s age 
group.   
 
Some people said that there was nothing they wanted to change 
about the service. 
  

“No change, just more of the same” 
 
Question 1C  

What worries or concerns do you have about changing 

the way we provide day activities for you or the person 

you care for? 
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People talked about the impact of change in terms of ‘loss’ rather 
than gain. There was a suggestion that this is due to people not 
knowing what is going to change which is creating anxiety.  
 

“I would like to get facts straight about what might 
change?” 

 
At the most extreme, people were worried that change might mean 
the service shutting altogether and this led to concerns about the 
effect this would have on service users, families and staff. Some 
thought that their relative might lose all the professional input and 
specific therapies they were currently receiving  and were worried 
about the impact on their relative’s mental and physical wellbeing. 
 

“What would happen to me? I like routine” 
“With the help and backing of other parents and forward 

looking staff we have between us developed a good service – 
worried about losing all that has been achieved” 

 
Other people thought that change might mean reduced services. 
Some were concerned about any changes to catering at RRRC and 
were aware that not all day services provide meals any more. 

“My daughter needs a main meal in the middle of the day” 

People were also worried that staff might be reduced or change, 
that there would be less respite, or that their activities would 
change. Someone was worried that their relative would be in their 
wheelchair for most of day and someone else was worried they’d 
have to travel further. People talked about losing their friends, 
continuity of service and a familiar environment and the effect on 
confidence due to changes in structure and routine. Family carers 
were concerned that their relative could become isolated without 
access to the service. 

 
“I would miss the company of my friends and miss the water 

bed and Jacuzzi” 
“It will take a long time to accept change” 

 
People wanted reassurance that there would be proper planning and 
consultation and that they would continue to be involved. Some 
people wondered how any changes would be funded.  
 
Other people recognised that the existing service might not suit 
everyone and thought that there could be things to learn from other 
areas.  
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Question 2A 

How could we make day services more personal to you 

or your relative? 

 

Quite a few people seemed to want to get involved in various 
sporting activities. These included; being in a pool team “with a 
chance to win a trophy”; learning to play golf; watching stock car 
racing; badminton; basketball; volley ball; tennis; playing for a 
football team. 
 

“I’d like to travel to different places to play” 
“I need help to make contact with somebody about football” 
 
Some family carers said that their relative needed more access to 
hydrotherapy – it was suggested that this should be available at the 
new Fraserburgh pool. Others thought they should be able to go 
swimming more often. Someone also wanted access to rebound 
therapy. 
 
One family carer suggested it would be good to have a “tour” with 
their relative at the centre now and again to find out what they 
were doing. This would help them have a better understanding at 
home. Someone else suggested that more person centered planning 
approaches would assist in understanding what is important to 
individuals and help find ways to support communication. 
 
“Based on each client having a full and varied experience of 
life, based on joy and fulfillment and not just ‘outcomes’” 

 
Some people thought that more funding and resources were needed 
to increase the level of service and extend opening hours. Someone 
thought it would be good to have a mini gym at the centre and 
someone wanted more physiotherapy and a trained assistant would 
be beneficial. It was also suggested that better training for staff 
about epilepsy and autism would help provide a more responsive 
service. 
 
Some service users wanted more opportunities outside RRRC - to 
perform in or see shows and concerts; learn more computer skills; 
to work in a pub cleaning tables. 
 
“I would like to go out with the centre into the community 

more” 
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One service user thought that discrimination against people with 
disabilities should not prevent them from accessing ordinary places 
in the community. 
 
Some people thought that the service was already personalised. 
 

“A tailored care package is vital for those with ASD, but this 
already happens and use of community resources like the 

gym is encouraged” 
“No need to change it, just more of it – brilliant” 

 

Question 2B 

Have you any new ideas about what day services should 

be like?  

 

People had some ideas about things they’d like more of – horse 
riding; painting and crafts; singing; Scottish and traditional music; 
dancing; drama; cake making/decorating; different sports. 
 

“Spa treatments, cinema, exercise class” 
 
Someone thought more opportunities to develop working skills in 
the coffee bar and Café Connect would arise if they could attract 
more customers. 
 
Some family carers thought that doing more things in the 
community could be good for some service users, provided there 
were qualified, experienced staff and that there were “interesting 
things to do”. Most people said that they would still need a base. 
 
“I want to be more involved in the Community - what we are 

getting starting to become” 
 
Some family carers just wanted to stress that they liked the service 
the way it was and didn’t have any new ideas. 
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Question 3A 

What community resources are there in your locality 

which you or your relative would like to use?   

People wanted to access a range of different activities and 
resources.  

“Horse riding; the new swimming pool and fitness centre; 
zumba; line dancing; pubs; nightclubs; Karaoke; restaurants; 

ten pin bowling” 

Some people wanted additional college courses. It was suggested 
that college students could work with RRRC students to learn 
computer skills and undertake projects. 

 
Some people wanted more work opportunities to be available. One 
family carer thought this would be good provided there was 
“adequate supervision” and did not want to see paid staff replaced 
by volunteers. 

Some people want more opportunity to get out to different places 
like the bird sanctuary, Macduff aquarium and Willows Animal 
Sanctuary. People also like to go into Aberdeen for shopping, the 
amusement park, ice skating, bingo, museums and City parks.  

It was mentioned that there is a ‘tourism group’ in Peterhead that 
organises trips to concerts and outings and ‘mystery tours’. 

Local churches provide social opportunities for some people and 
some like going to specific clubs like Enable and JOG. 

Someone wanted to try going out into other communities and 
visiting / trying different day services and activities. 

 
Some family carers felt that mainstream community resources could 
never accommodate their relative. Whilst it was felt that the new 
pool should have made special provision for those with PMLD by 
having adequate changing facilities and hydrotherapy, they did not 
think it feasible for their relative to be cared for routinely, anywhere 
but in a specially adapted location with trained staff. 
 
“Robertson road Centre is my daughter's community and her 

needs are well catered for there” 
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Question 3B 

What stops you or your relative using them? 

 
The major issues were transport and the extent to which the 
community was ready and equipped for people with disabilities to 
be fully integrated. 
 
Travel issues were complex. A few people have care plans and 
arrangements which can limit access to transport, for example if 
they are prohibited from travelling with certain people or in certain 
modes of transport. Sometimes family members are told that a care 
worker cannot travel in their private vehicle with their relative. 
Some people require adapted transport and some need an escort to 
accompany them. Some people enjoy traveling whereas others find 
long journeys distressing. Whilst there are some people who do not 
wish to travel very far, it is recognised that the geography of north 
Aberdeenshire necessitates  ability to travel.  
 
Getting wheelchair accessible taxi services and buses can be 
difficult. Buses do not always run on a convenient route or at 
convenient times and someone mentioned the cost. It is particularly 
difficult after 6 pm as there is a limited service. This would affect 
the ability of projects to be open any later. There is Dial-a-bus in 
the evening which offers more flexibility, but some people thought 
that this would be more helpful in rural areas. 
 
“Have more places to go where it’s safe and there is support 
- I would like to see a music hall where groups can play” 

 
Community readiness was partly about access and partly about 
public attitude. It was felt that in general wider community 
resources are not adequately equipped for someone with PMLD, 
who requires space, adequate  toilet and changing places with 
changing tables / hoists, facilities that are much more accessible 
and trained staff. Community places like shops were seen as too 
difficult to manoeuvre around and more staffing would be needed to 
support people to get out.  
 
Being out in the community for long periods does not suit 
everybody. For some, this could mean being confined to a 
wheelchair for long periods of time which is “tiring and not good for 
physical/mental health and mobility”.  
 
It was suggested that people in the community are ‘scared of the 
unknown’ and are not used to people with disabilities being around, 
though “things have got a lot better over the years”. Nevertheless, 
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people are concerned about  the negative reactions they might 
receive. 
 

“It's discrimination” 
 
It was said that it is difficult to obtain suitable work opportunities 
for people.  
 
“Not everyone has the patience to employ someone with a 

disability” 
 
There was seen to be a need to educate the public to raise 
awareness and challenge negative perceptions.  It was felt that we 
needed to do more work with community leaders to encourage 
inclusion.   
 

“Café Connect is a step in the right direction” 
 
Some people said that the problems accessing the community were 
partly down to money and time. Family carers felt that expectations 
could be very high on people who are already full time carers. 

 
“Our lives generally are very busy” 

“I work a 3 week Rota and can't fit everything in just now” 
 
 
 
Question 3B 
 
Are there things which you or your relative would like to do 

for your local community e.g. volunteering; helping out; 

working? 
 

Some people are already quite involved in the community in various 
capacities.  
 

“I like helping at the coffee bar” 
“I volunteer through People First and Cancer Research shop” 

“I volunteer at the church café” 
 

Family carers are quite involved with the service via the parents 
support group and the regular carers meetings.  
It was suggested that older people have knowledge of local culture 
and heritage that they would like to share. 
 
“Could teach ‘Bothy Ballads’ and ‘Cornkisters’ for musical 

events” 
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Key Messages 
 
 
1. People with specific needs require easy access to 

services, including health 
 

What do we need to do? 
Involve health colleagues in planning discussions and decisions and 
maintain good joint working 
 
2. People need to be supported by well trained staff, good 
communication is essential 

 
What do we need to do? 
Ensure the highest standards of training and recruitment are 
maintained 
 

3. People with specific needs require access to 
appropriate therapies and equipment 

 
What do we need to do? 
Work with appropriate professionals and families to provide the best 
of care  
 
4. People need somewhere to go where they are 

comfortable and safe 
 

What do we need to do? 
Ensure people retain a local base.  Develop  more locally based 
opportunities in partnership with the community .  Improve 
community resources and infrastructure  for people with PMLD 
 
5. People want activities that provide opportunities to 
learn, develop, and have fun 

 
What do we need to do? 
Be proactive in identifying, promoting and developing a wide range 
of social/arts/sports opportunities 
 
6. People don’t want to feel excluded from the 

community. Negative attitudes and discrimination needs to 
be challenged 

 
What do we need to do? 
Work with partners to challenge negative stereotypes and ensure 
we are meeting our equalities duties with regards to people with 
disabilities 
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7. People want opportunities to learn and use skills to 
work or volunteer 

 
What do we need to do? 
Work with partners to support and develop links, networks and 
opportunities 
 
8. Local groups can offer support and friendship and need 

to be developed 
 

What do we need to do? 
Work with community planning partners to support user led groups 
to evolve and develop 
 

9. Some people need help to achieve independent living in 

their own accommodation. People want to know more 
about their options, including Self Directed Support 

What do we need to do? 
Ensure that there is ongoing information about the development of 
Self Directed Support  and support person centered planning 
focused on developing personal life plans and work with housing 
and support providers to develop a range of options 
 
10. People need to feel involved and have a say in any 
planned changes. They need to know what resources and 

funding are available and where it is spent 
What do we need to do? 
Keep people up-to-date with any proposals and involve them in 
decisions  
 

11. People want to find out more about what is available 
elsewhere 

What do we need to do? 
Support family carers and service users to access information and 
to find out what they would like developed  locally 
 
12. People need access to basic facilities to access the 
community 

What do we need to do? 
Promote ways to monitor and improve accessibility, including 
changing places 
 
13. Travel needs careful consideration. Public transport 
could be better 

 

What do we need to do? 
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Work with transport providers to improve services and with care 
workers / social workers to ensure positive risk management and 
provide travel training and support. 
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What is the Big IDEA? 

The Big IDEA stands for Inclusive Day services - 

Enabling Aberdeenshire. 

What is it about? 

The Big IDEA is about improving day services for 
adults with disabilities. We want to make sure: 

♦ everyone gets the service they need  

♦ people with disabilities are more involved in 

their local communities  

♦ people with disabilities are valued members of 
their communities  

♦ people are supported to fulfill their potential  
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What did people think about the Involvement 

Event?  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Thank you to everyone who took part and shared 
your ideas about how we can make services better 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
Inclusive Day services Enabling Aberdeenshire 

 
 
 

Not enough 
time - Not in 
the evening 

Question 
times could 
have been 
shortened 

I was very 
impressed at 
people’s response 
to all the 
questions asked 

I enjoyed 
the evening 
very much 

 

Found out what 
already goes 
on here and in 
surrounding 
areas 

I liked it all - 
it was very 
interesting 

 

I liked it all - 
it was very 
interesting 

 

We did get 
our say 

 

Very productive 
evening 

 

Was good to 
meet new people 
and get a chance 
to air views 

 

Cakes / 
sandwiches 
very good 

 

Just hope all 
comments are 
considered 
honestly and fairly 

 


